
COMBAT: 
 
The following combat example shows off the use of signature plays and improvised 
plays.  It demonstrates the two keys to quick and colourful challenges in Ingenero - 
fictional positioning and risk-taking.  For brevity, mechanical explanation of play 
outcomes is not shown.  Its important to note that sig plays attract a -2 penalty for 
repeat use during the same challenge - use them wisely. 
 
Example:  Septimus Braithewaite is in conflict with Rainer Hertz.   Rainer has 
interrupted Septimus stealing an artifact from the office, and attempts to stop him. 
 

Name:  Rainer Hertz       Body:  6,   Soul 2 
Proficiencies:    COMMANDO 3 (Melee 6), BUREAU AGENT 2  
Plays: 
+2 Ignore a flesh wound as if it never happened 
+2 Shrug off impact or a blow with a shake of his head  
+1 Use an opponent or something heavy to knock down other opponents like 
skittles  
+1 Carry a large heavy object for cover when shot at  
+1 Stagger an opponent with a massive roundhouse blow 

 
Name:  Major Septimus Braithwaite   Body:  3 Soul:  5 
Proficiencies:  SORCERER 3 (Combat magic 5), BEUREAU OFFICER 3 
Plays:   
+1 Hold attackers at bay with deft sword-cane blocks and precision slashes  
+1 Rattle a single opponent with a thundering command word  
+1 Smash or bend an object, or hurt someone, with a blow and a power 
word  
+1 Deflect any kind of attack with a protection word and cutting hand  

 
Septimus hopes to gain an advantage over Rainer by rattling him with a thundering 
command word (signature play).   
 
Rainer charges in to knock Septimus over before he can react (improvised play). 
 
Septimus’ wins and his play takes effect, and Rainer is staggered momentarily, giving 
Septimus a temporary +4 bonus in the next round.  (Successful fictional positioning) 
 
Septimus attempts to capitalize and physically hurt Rainer with a blow and a power 
word (signature).   
 



Rainer goes purely defensive, employing his signature shrug off impact or a blow with a 
shake of his head. 
 
Septimus knows that Rainer is a brute, and a battle of attrition is a no-win situation for 
him, so he must make sure of this chance while he is still stunned.  He decides to risk 
stepping into Rainer’s reach to ensure delivery of a decisive blow.  (Septimus' player 
decides to risk 2 body points, meaning if successful, 3 points of harm will be done to 
Rainer, rather than the default of just 1) 
 
Rainer is successful this time -- his desperate defensive measure is enough to shrug off 
Septimus' best shot, and so Septimus loses his risked body points.  In the fiction this is 
described as Rainer lashing out with a foot and kicking Septimus across the room and 
into a wall, which allows him time to regain his feet, wincing a smile and cracking his 
knuckles for effect 


